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Abstract. Security is a major concern in the smart grid technology exten-
sively relying on Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) New
emerging attacks show the inadequacy of the conventional defense tools that
provision isolated uncooperative services to individual grid components ig-
noring their real-time dependency and interaction. In this article, we present
a smart grid layering model and a matching multi-layer security framework,
CyNetPhy, towards enabling cross-layer smart grid security. CyNetPhy tightly
integrates and coordinates between a set of interrelated, and highly coopera-
tive real-time defense solutions designed to address the grid security concerns.

This paper focuses on the Cyber Security Layer (CSL), that provides real-time
monitoring, evaluation, analysis, and enforced cooperation for the grids cyber
domain. The CSL manages vast number of mobile agents as sensors and effec-
tors to remotely provision defense services in total isolation from the grid. Such
isolation guarantees defense resilience under attacks and facilitates situation-
driven defense service deployment suiting the needs of resource-constrained
hosts rather than using pre-deployed defense tools. Furthermore, the CSL in-
telligently mixes and matches heterogeneous tools and control logic from var-
ious sources towards continually evolving defense services. An attack scenario
against the smart grid network is presented to demonstrate the CSL feasi-
bility and effectiveness. Simulation results illustrate that the CSL efficiently
enhances the attack detection quality, accuracy, and promptness, and high-
lights the effect of CyNetPhys CSL trustworthy cooperative and pervasive
response in minimizing the desperation of multi-threaded widespread attacks.

Keywords: Smart Grid, Smart Grid Security, Pervasive Monitoring and Anal-
ysis, Autonomic Management, Elastic Computing, Privacy-preserving.

1 Introduction

The smart grid is a cyber-physical system that tightly integrates control, computa-
tion, and communication technologies into the electrical power infrastructure. Smart
grid has emerged as the next generation power grid aiming at enhancing the effi-
ciency, reliability, and resilience of legacy power systems by employing information
and communication technologies (ICT) [7]. To establish the smart grid global vision,
widespread sensing and communication between all grid components are established
via communication networks and managed by cyber systems. Extensive deployment
of and reliance on ICT inevitably exposes the smart grid to cyber security threats
increasing the risk of compromising reliability and security of the electrical power
infrastructure [6]. Scale and complexity of the smart grid network create several vul-
nerabilities providing numerous attack entry points. Inadvertent infiltration through
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infected devices, network-based intrusion, and compromised supply chain are exam-
ples of such attacks. Liu et al. presented a detailed overview of relevant cyber security
and privacy issues in smart grids [5]. Authors showed that every aspect related to cy-
ber technology in the smart grid has potential vulnerabilities due to inherent security
risks in the classical cyber environment.

The proliferation of increasingly sophisticated cyber threats with massive de-
structive effects, necessitates that smart grid security systems must systematically
evolve their detection, understanding, attribution, and mitigation capabilities. Un-
fortunately, most of the current security systems fall short to adequately provision
security services while maintaining operational continuity and stability of the targeted
applications especially in presence of advanced persistent attacks. Most of these secu-
rity systems use uncoordinated combinations of disparate tools to provision security
services for the cyber and physical domains. Such isolation and lack of awareness of
and cooperation between security tools may lead to massive resource waste due to
unnecessary redundancy, and potential conflicts that can be utilized by a resource-
ful attacker to penetrate the system. Recent attacks against power infrastructures
such as Stuxnet have highlighted vulnerabilities and inadequacy of existing security
systems. The Stuxnet worm infects the cyber domain (computers and workstations),
spreads via networks and removable storage devices, and exploits four zero-day at-
tacks to manipulate the physical equipment. The primary target is believed to be an
Iranian nuclear power plant, and likely caused a 15% drop in production of highly
enriched uranium [3]. Defense against complex cyber threats such as Stuxnet, requires
coordination between various security domains to address strict security concerns.

Fig. 1: Smart grid hierarchical model
and layers interaction with CyNetPhy

Figure 1 depicts a hierarchical model of
the smart grid as a set of correlated inter-
acting layers with each layer has a complete
hierarchical layering model. At the top of
the model is the grid users and system op-
erators with direct access to the physical
domain of the grid. The next layer repre-
sents the physical systems and components
participating in the generation, transmis-
sion, distribution, and consumption sec-
tors. The physical domain is managed and
controlled by a cyber-base that provides
computational and inter-networking ser-
vices facilitating local control and pro-
cessing operations and inter- and intra-
communication between the physical and
the cyber domains. The physical domain
is tightly coupled to the cyber domain via
a cyber-network represented by a network
layer encapsulating both data and control
traffics. The cyber domain is represented
by two sub-layers, the cyber or the appli-
cation sub-layer where the management and control logic resides, and the hardware
sub-layer hosting such logic and providing the needed interfaces for data exchange.
The high-level system management resides mainly on the upper two layers, the Cyber
layer where the management and control application and software are running on top
of a hardware layer and operated by a set of system operators and administrators.
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Each layer in the presented model denotes a broad hierarchical model encapsu-
lating interrelated sub-layers. For example the network layer in the smart grid model
is a representation of the hierarchical OSI model. Most security systems addresses
security of a single layer or sub-layer neglecting security concerns of other layers and
interaction between interrelated layers. The smart grid with its large scale, complexity,
and importance is an easy target for such at-tacks exploiting the lack of collaboration
between security tools at different layers.

We advance an integrated security framework, termed CyNetPhy, supported by
three main pillars collaborating towards enhanced smart grid security. The proposed
framework is composed of three pillars namely, the Cyber Security Layer (CSL), the
Behavior Estimation Layer (BEL), and the Physical Security Layer (PSL). In this
article, we present a high-level description of the CyNetPhy security framework with
emphasis on the CSL due to the system complexity. For further details about the PSL
and BEL, please refer to [1,2,4,8]. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a brief overview of the CyNetPhy framework. Section 3 provides
the details of the Cyber Security Layer. The CSL layer architecture is presented in
Section 4. Preliminary evaluation of the CSL performance and efficiency is presented
in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are portrayed in Section 6.

2 CyNetPhy Framework Overview

The BEL monitors, analyzes and learns patterns of grid data and control flows inde-
pendently extracting semantic feedback about the behavior of each grid component.
The independent feedback by the BEL relies on adopting distributed dynamic reason-
ing models in order to fine-granulate semantics extraction processes to build efficient
dynamic behavior models regarding normal/abnormal behavior of diverse grid com-
ponents. Data profiling and dimensionality reduction techniques are used to enable
efficient data storage and pattern learning. Analyzing the data flow independently
from the control flow enables the BEL to spot accidental/deliberate human errors.
The BEL is the intelligent part of CyNetPhy with the ability to read between the
lines and initiate proactive measures to counter potential cyber threats in collabora-
tion with the PSL and CSL.

The CSL is responsible for monitoring the cyber layer using a set of smart dis-
tributed mobile agents, pervasively crawling the systems cyber and physical domains
searching for possible attack indications. In addition to the smart utilization of the
agents in provisioning on-demand conventional defense services to the cyber hosts,
the CSL collects host-oriented real-time feedback from its agents investigating vari-
ous aspects that might to be an indication for a malicious behavior not detectable
by regular techniques. The CSL is a responsible for information sharing between the
three CyNetPhy security layers.

The PSL is responsible for monitoring and securing individual cyber systems with
direct access to the physical domain. The cyber layer comprises a set of application-
specific embedded systems and devices with clearly defined functionality and objec-
tives. Usually cyber-attacks against this layer aim at misleading the upper layers
of the grid or disrupting the underlying physical systems by compromising the op-
eration of the cyber components. Clarity of objectives for both cyber systems and
associated threats facilitates deriving security policies and specifications to protect
cyber systems in the physical domain. Security policies are derived from the system
physical characteristics and component operational specifications, and translated into
security monitors and components that can be implemented in either hardware- or
software-based platforms. Hardware-based security is preferred due to the hardware
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immunity against software attacks and high-performance offered by hardware [4]. The
PSL collaborates with the BEL and CSL by exchanging relevant data, delivering ac-
curate measurements about particular systems, and applying adequate measures in
the physical domain.

The inter layer interaction is established through a set of circulating CSL mobile
agents collecting high-level feedback from the three layers and feeding it to the data
exchange servers. These servers are considered as the memory for the BEL. Patterns
of maintained data in those servers are learned by the BEL for behavior estima-
tion and semantics extraction. The security framework has three phases of operation:
real-time monitoring, anomalous event investigation, and proactive actuation. In the
monitoring phase the three security systems monitor and analyze real-time data and
operation of the under-lying protected layers and pass abstract reports to the BEL to
be analyzed at a higher abstraction level. Upon detecting anomalous or malicious be-
havior, the concerned layer initiates the investigation phase where the three security
layers exchange relevant data to ascertain about the event and initiate the resolu-
tion procedures. In the actuation phase the concerned layer applies a set of actions
and measures to resolve detected attacks. Countermeasures include raising alarms to
system operators and isolating and finding suitable alternatives for infected systems.

3 Cyber Security Layer

Defense services for smart grid security are highly dependent on the promptness and
accuracy of the employed Monitoring, Analysis, Sharing, and Control (MASC) ser-
vices. Conventional MASC mechanisms were designed based on a set of implicit and
explicit assumption that in effect neglect the real-time interaction and the tight cou-
pling between the smart grid cyber and physical components [2]. The assumption was
that physical components were protected by isolation and perimeter defenses while
real-time response was not a primary factor for cyber components [1]. Another as-
sumption was that resource heterogeneity and scalability issues could still be resolved
by a distributed set of isolated, heterogeneous, pre-deployed defense tools with fixed
resource profiles. Research works in [9, 10] as well as our own [1, 4] have disputed
the validity and correctness of such assumptions as they lead to drastic problems and
limitations negatively impacting the quality and promptness of the smart grid defense
service provisioning.

For example, separating and isolating management and security for cyber and
physical components increases the chance of conflicts and operation instability and
leads to largely ineffective slow defense. Further, limiting defense-related information
sharing between smart grid Operators and Defense Service Providers (ODSPs) for the
purpose of preserving the grid privacy limits the ODSP attack awareness to attacks
only occurring within its grid boundaries. Most importantly, provisioning defense
services through isolated, scattered defense tools complicates automated task force
coordination and cooperation in time of crisis. Additionally, lack of cooperation leads
to a significant resource waste due to duplication and limited resource sharing.

The CSL proposes an evolutionary MASC tool, designed to induce a new paradigm
for defense service provisioning to intrinsically and comprehensively address the afore-
mentioned challenges facing existing tools. The CSL acts as an intelligent elastic mid-
dle layer between the ODSP and the grid enabling remote defense provisioning and
creating a uniform defense interface that hides the grid scale, resource heterogeneity,
and complexity concerns from the control and management concerns. This uniform
representation enables inter-operable and cooperative defense services. Furthermore,
such isolation maintains defense survivability in case of host failure or DoS attacks.
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The CSL is founded over an elastic, mobile agent-based adaptable architecture.
This foundation provides a set of elastic and intelligent couriers (agents) for the CSL
to deliver sensing and effecting tools. CSL sensors and effectors are used to execute
defense missions provisioned by an ODSP. A defense mission is a mixture of sens-
ing and effecting tasks involving information gathering, partial analysis, control, and
manipulation of the grid elements. The CSL circulate the sensor and effector agents
into the grid body to pervasively monitor, analyze and control the grid components.
The CSL with the aid of the BEL utilizes such pervasive activities to build real-time
global views of the entire grid network reflecting the quality of the defense service and
the current state at each point.

One of the main concepts that the smart grid was built to realize is to enable
seamless cooperation and power sharing between different service providers which is
the key enabler to integrate renewable energy sources into the power grid. However,
enabling such seamless cooperation would require an adequate solution to ease the
sophisticated management required to handle the heterogeneity of composition and
configuration of these grids and their diversified components. CyNetPhy is designed
to support such seamless cooperation not only on the operational level but also from
the security perspective, as well. CyNetPhy enables the cooperative ODSP handling
to autonomously exchange defense mission experience in a privacy preserved manner.

The CSL alternates/mixes different defense/control missions from different ODSPs
to provision defense services to the same host in a process called grid-vaccination. The
process involves sharing defense experience and tools between ODSPs in terms of
abstract missions, and sensing and effecting packages. Using such mechanism leads to
more accurate and prompt detection of known attacks and better chance in detecting
unknown attacks. Given the CSL architecture and operation, the main contributions
can be outlined as follows:

– Providing uniform defense service provisioning for heterogeneously-composed multi-
enclave smart grid systems;

– Enabling pervasive autonomously-managed MASC services;
– Enabling resource-efficient resilient defense provisioning in isolation from the grid;

and
– Enabling trustworthy, inter-operable multi-organization cooperative, dynamic, au-

tonomous defense.

4 The CSL Architecture

The CSL uses mobile agents to deliver attack investigation and resolution tools de-
fined as binary code variants constructing a set of platform-independent sensing and
effecting agents.

4.1 Overview and Initial Configurations

The CSL manages and controls sensing and effecting agents based on a specific mis-
sion objective provided by the ODSP. The CSL works as a middle layer between the
ODSP and the grid cyber and physical components. The CSL defense provisioning
includes two main modes, an ODSP-guided mode where the CSL blindly executes
predetermined defense missions provided by the ODSP; and an evolutionary mode
that involves evolutionary sensing, and effecting. Evolutionary sensing aims to detect
malicious and abnormal behaviors without prior knowledge of that behavior. The
process involves analyzing and correlating different information feeds from multiple
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sources to zoom in on abnormal behavior deviation identifying possible attack indica-
tors Evolutionary effecting involves utilizing the pervasive control feature of The CSL
to autonomously deploy safe-resolution tools (i.e., that do not conflict with the run-
ning applications) or to contain such attacks within a certain perimeter while waiting
for administrators to provide clear resolution procedures.

Figure 2 illustrates the The CSL evolutionary defense process. The procedure of
joining a CSL-equipped ODSP network starts by installing the mobile-agent platform
on the host machines, registering the hosts’ physical IPs, hosts configurations, and
their security and privacy policies to the ODSP host database. Then the CSL starts to
create a profile to this host. The host configuration profile illustrates all the details re-
garding the host platform, computational capabilities, the organization/enclave id(s)
for that host if any, and any special consideration regarding the applications running
on it. The security and privacy policy defines the needed security level, the scope of
cooperation, and the type of allowable sharing materials. The host profiles guide The
CSL smart sensor deployment as will be illustrated later.

Fig. 2: The CSL evolutionary defense process

Upon registration of a new cyber/physical host, the CSL is notified to start the
initial evaluation of the host to determine the basic sensor deployment-package com-
position. The CSL interprets the host record in the ODSP database to identify the
appropriate types of sensors and effectors APIs that match the host configuration pro-
file. The CSL will deploy the evaluation-sensors package to initiate the initial checkup
to verify that the host has the minimum requirements needed to join the ODSP net-
work. In case of any problem, the CSL will autonomously deploy the appropriate
effectors to resolve it.

The CSL evolves the basic deployment package by circulating new additional ap-
propriate sensors to replace old ones. The process is guided by the global sensing
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feedback not only at the host but also throughout the network. The CSL circulates
defense missions while favoring the activation of defense tools targeting attacks that
match the host profile. Using profiles to guide tool activation minimizes the search
space, enhances the detection accuracy and promptness and helps optimize resource
usage on the host and on the ODSP. The CSL uses a grading system to continuously
evaluate sensors on each host based on their success to detect abnormal behaviors.
In normal situations, at each evaluation round, new most successful sensors in the
reservoir replace least successful senor in the deployed package.

4.2 Evolutionary Sensing and Effecting Framework

Fig. 3: The CSL abstract view

The CSL sensing and effecting framework
can be partitioned into three main layers:
management layer, sensing and effecting
abstraction layer, and the defense deliv-
ery tools as shown in Figure 3. The sens-
ing and effecting tools layer is a set of
logical sensing or effecting APIs stored
in the local reservoirs. These tools are
autonomously abstracted at runtime into
uniform sensing and effecting agents par-
ticipating in the construction of a coop-
erating agent group playing certain de-
fense missions. The CSL agent groups are
anonymously constructed, managed, and
controlled at runtime by the CSL man-
agement layer. This layer is responsible
for collecting, correlating, and analyzing
sensor feedback. The core of this layer depends mainly on the BEL, or the framework
brain. Additionally, this layer is responsible for taking decisions based on the sensing
feedback, previous historical events, and ODSP guidelines. Such decisions might in-
volve composing more capable effecting defense missions for resolution or new sensing
missions for deeper investigation. The CSL will be responsible for executing these
decisions when provisioned by the BEL.

The CSL management layer is a tree-like hierarchical structure, where hosts are
connected to leaf brains (nodes from the BEL) to be monitored and controlled as
shown by Figure 3. Based on the CSL administrative settings, each leaf brain manages
a specific number of hosts. Leaf brains frequently report to their parents (higher-level
brains) for more comprehensive guidelines.

Intelligent Attack Detection And Resolution: The main objective of any at-
tack detection mechanism is to accurately and properly direct the correct defense tools
towards matching attacks. Researchers proved that accurately identifying attacks is
an NP-hard problem and therefore heuristics are used [9, 10]. Some of the most suc-
cessful malware detection mechanisms use meta-heuristics scanning and signature-
based mechanisms to detect attacks. Due to the high computational cost of running
heuristics-based techniques, modern anti-malware techniques that usually share the
same host or network use a limited set of the available meta-heuristics techniques.
The goal behind that is to save the computational resources and to speed up the
process of classifying the executable tasks without interrupting their execution.
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The CSL is designed to work in total isolation from the grid, and to isolate the main
design concerns of malware detection and resolution, sensing, effecting, and control
logic. Working in isolation from the grid enables the CSL to use more heuristics
techniques and increase the depth of learning and investigation of such techniques
without negatively impact the grid performance and resources. Most of the workload
on the analysis and investigation is off-loaded to the ODSP powerful platform. The
grid participates only in hosting sensing and effecting capsules for a limited duration.

The analysis and investigation process works on the real-time circulating sensors
feedback. The CSL uses a uniform and privacy friendly feedback format. The CSL
sensors feedback is a score sheet-like report that compares the behavior deviation
regarding the sensing target to a predetermined threshold. Sensors are classified into
different sets representing their targeted sensing objectives, e.g. memory, communica-
tions, privacy, etc. Thresholds are dynamically adjusted based on the nature of each
host, and the number of false negatives/positives reported by the sensor. Figure 2
illustrates the feedback analysis process.

Score sheets from different sensors for the same host are sent to the leaf brain to
compose comprehensive score sheets to be checked against the defense rules database.
Each defense rule has a score sheet attached to it. Rule sheets have values for different
objects reflecting the behavior patterns (attack signatures) of each object in case of
infection. Behavior pattern description can be discreet or continuous. Rule description
also includes the host sampling procedure. Sampling procedure describes the needed
number of samples per object and the duration of each sample, and the sensors needed
to takes such samples.

The leaf brain applies meta-heuristics techniques to search for chance of similarity
between the sensor feedback (score sheet) and the existing rule sheets to allocate the
most useful rules for the next deployment round. The utilization of heuristic/meta-
heuristics is necessary to enable attack prediction, and detection of unknown attacks.
Based on that selection, the leaf brain will compose a new agent group, holding the list
of sensors mentioned in the rule description, with a set of pre-programmed tasks based
on the rule sampling procedure. Based on the feedback, threats might be detected,
and the resolution mechanism described in the rule will be followed. The leaf brain
will compose a new effector agent-group with list of effectors mentioned in the rule
description and the execution work flow described in the rule.

Rules are under full time update by the parent brains, and the ODSP. Leaf brain
experience is frequently reported to the parent brains for further guidelines. Parent
brains can construct a more comprehensive view of the whole network by correlating
the leaf brain feedback. Such views can magnify certain behavior deviation across the
network, which will guide the composition of new defense roles to be executed by the
leaf brains for further investigations.

The CSL Information Sharing (Vaccination): One of the main objectives behind
having a smart grid is to enable seamless cooperation and power sharing between
different service providers. Such sharing of power requires sophisticated management
given the heterogeneity of composition and configuration of these grids and their
components. CyNetPhy is designed to support such seamless cooperation not only
on the operational level but also from the security perspective as well. CyNetPhy
allows the cooperative ODSP handling these cooperative smart grids to autonomously
exchange defense mission experience in a privacy preserved manner.

At higher levels of the hierarchy (the parent brains), the collected defense-related
incident reports with the rules, sensors, and effectors used are archived for sharing.
The Clearing-House agents (CHA) role will be easy in this case, as it will check the
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local grid privacy policy against sharing of such materials. As described before, the
shared materials carry no indications about the specific incident source. It is similar to
defense related tips that encourage cooperative ODSP to apply a specific rule because
it might reveal certain threats. The reason that motivated the ODSP to share such
information might be the successfulness of the rule to detect a threat or it is a new
rule that was developed with promising results. However, the local grid privacy policy
will be checked in case it prophets even that level of information sharing.

The CHA role becomes more significant when the ODSP asks cooperating ODSPs
to provide a solution for a problem she has. In this case, the reported suspicious score
sheet and any sensors used to extract it will be shared with other ODSPs. CHA will
check that material to make sure that the information enclosed dose not contradict
with the local grid’s privacy policy. CHA rejected authorizations are reported to
the administrator to manually override or discard. CHA will also check the ODSP
feedback regarding such requests, new rules, sensors, and guidelines might be provided
as a resolution for the problem. Authorized solutions will be deployed, and rejected
ones will be reported to the administrator for further guidelines.

5 System Evaluation

We use simulation to conduct two experiments for evaluating the CSL performance.
The first experiment evaluates the overall downtime with and without the CSL evo-
lutionary features while increasing attack arrival rate, it also evaluates the effect of
widening the defense experience sharing-scope on the system downtime. The second
experiment evaluates the effect of changing the pervasiveness density while increasing
the attack diversity on the amount of consumed resources, on the attack detection
promptness, and attack detection accuracy. Pervasiveness density reflects the amount
of detection sensors deployed on each node. Attack diversity is the total number of
successful attack types with respect to the overall number of attacks per node. De-
tection accuracy is the number of successfully detected attacks with respect to the
overall number of attacks. Promptness is the time between infection and resolution.
During the experiments, at each sensor deployment, resource usage calculated for the
targeted node is incremented by the estimated value of resources to be used by this
sensor. At each attack event, the amount of consumed resources at the attack targeted
node is increased by a predetermined value relevant to the type of attack.

5.1 Simulator Design

We used Matlab to build a simulator representing a 10×10 network of hosts classified
into different departments and enclaves. Each node in the network holds records for at-
tack and resolution history during the experiment time. Attacks are spatio-temporally
distributed over the hosts based on a set of random distributions as illustrated in Ta-
ble 1. We designed defense mission generation module that mimics the defense service
provisioning in the real systems applying our approach. This mechanism uses con-
tainment agents to resolve unresolvable attacks. We assume that containment agents
will resolve the situation locally. Deploying containment agents increases the down-
time at the deployment point by an estimated predetermined value reflecting the
time needed to contain the problem and restore the host to its original state. The
time needed to authorize containment agent deployment is used as a predetermined
threshold representing the risk factor.

Defense missions are rewarded at each successful resolution attempt. Rewarded
missions are shared and applied to other nodes within the sharing scope of the ex-
periment. We tested the sharing effect on the overall downtime using three scopes:
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Table 1: Simulation parameters

Classification Parameter P Type Run1 Run2 Run3

Network

Number of departments Static 10 × 10 10 × 10 10 × 10

Number of enclaves Static 3 3 3

Number of grid hosts per enclave Static 1 ∼ 30 1 ∼ 30 1 ∼ 30

Event

Number of active
defense missions

Timing Poisson 10 20 30

Location Normal 10, 2 8, 3 6, 5

Type Uniform 20 20 20

Attack event
generation

Timing Poisson 10 20 30

Location Normal 11, 3 9, 4 10, 2

Type Uniform 20 20 20

Evolution Defense roles generation,rate Poisson 10 20 30

single enclave, single organization, and all community scopes. The simulator was built
assuming that attack activity is always detectable and it is either resolvable or contain-
able, sharing is only for successful attacks while containment events are not shared,
and all missions have only one active role.

(a) Downtime VS Risk Factor with multi-scale
sharing

(b) Detection sensitivity VS detection accuracy
with increasing attack arrival rate

(c) Detection sensitivity VS resource consumption
with increasing attack arrival rate

(d) Detection sensitivity VS promptness
with increasing attack arrival rate

Fig. 4: Simulation Results

Figure 4 (a) shows the effect of changing the risk factor with respect to the overall
downtime. That effect can be noticed by the slight increase in the downtime between
the low and normal risk factor columns. On the other hand, increasing the risk factor
to give more time for investigation and resolution attempts might also increase the
overall downtime due to possible attack dispersion and re-appliance. As noticed from
the large increase of downtime between normal and high risk factors columns. The
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very high risk factor column represents a situation of no containment where attacks
are massively spreading all over the system increasing the system downtime. The
blue red green columns reflect the effect of changing the sharing scope over the sys-
tem downtime due to attack attempts. We can notice that the downtime increases by
limiting the sharing allowance to smaller scopes, as sharing of successful attack detec-
tion events along with the resolution method limits attack dispersion, time needed to
detect and resolve such attacks. We combined the results in a single figure to illustrate
that the negative impact of using containment agent on the overall downtime can be
decreased by widening the sharing scope.

The second experiment was conducted to illustrate that enabling intelligent perva-
sive sensing can significantly enhance resource consumption while maintaining levels of
attack detection accuracy and promptness. Conventional attack detection systems use
a custom-made attack detection tools (sensors) to detect certain attack indications.
In most cases, we deploy one or two at most of these applications to economically use
the host resources and to maintain the minim level of security. We call this mode the
commonly used mode, where we deploy 30% of randomly selected set of our sensors
on each node, all the time. In critical and sensitive applications, we seek to widen
the attack detection scope to increase the detection accuracy, and promptness using
multiple detection mechanisms at each host. This action significantly increases the
resource usage that might negatively affect the normal operation of the host appli-
cations. We call this a use-everything mode, where all the available sensors in our
arsenal are deployed on all hosts at all times.

The CSL capability to decouple the sensing tools from the targeted application
enables us to compose heterogeneous sets of sensors circulating the grid regardless of
their targeted applications and targets. We constructed a simple selection mechanism
to select the next set of sensors for each circulation round from a list of success-
ful “Clever” sensors. The clever sensor list is constructed based on a simple grading
system. The system works by awarding sensors participating at any successful detec-
tion event a set of rewarded points. We will use this simple selection mechanism to
construct a circulating attack detection crawlers called the CSL crawlers.

The sensor set selection, and sensor circulation management algorithms used in
this experiment are simple mechanisms used for demonstration purposes only. Sensor
selection and management mechanisms play a major role in evaluating the system
detection accuracy, promptness, and amount of consumed resources. The main goal
behind this experiment is to illustrate that we can optimize the resource usage and en-
hance the attack detection accuracy, and promptness by enabling runtime autonomous
adaptive pervasive sensing using heterogeneously composed sensing sets.

The experiment evaluates the effect of changing the level of pervasiveness (the
detection sensitivity) over the amount of consumed resources, detection accuracy,
and promptness with an increasing attack arrival rate. Figures 4 (a,b, and c) clarify
that the CSL crawlers composed of intelligent heterogeneously composed sensors can
provide a comparable detection accuracy, and promptness while saving large amount
of resources. Figures 4 (a and c) show that the most accurate detection promptness
and accuracy is always with the use-everything mode. The reason behind that is clear,
as each node has all the available list of sensors to detect any incoming attacks, but
this comes with a massive resource usage as illustrated in Figure 4 (b). Figures 4 (a,b,
and c) also clarifies that the CSL crawlers can provide a nearby attack detection
accuracy and promptness while saving a huge amount of resources. Figure 4 (b) shows
that even with the optimized commonly used mode, the resource usage massively
increases during high-level of attacks due to the increased level of effective attacks.
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These attacks are quickly resolved in the other two modes leading to much better
resource consumption.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a multi-layer representation of the smart grid and a matching cross-
layer defense and management framework, termed CyNetPhy. CyNetPhy integrates
and coordinates between three interrelated and highly cooperative real-time defense
systems crossing section various layers of the smart grid cyber and physical domains.
The paper focused on the cyber layer of CyNetPhy illustrating its architecture and
composition with a preliminary discussion for the effectiveness and efficiency of this
layer in provisioning defense monitoring, analysis, control, and sharing services for
the smart grid operator and defense service providers. Our evaluation demonstrated
that the CSL can efficiently enhance the smart grids security and management service
quality and promptness with minimal overhead. Our future work includes building
network and security threat models for CyNetPhy. These models can be used to
construct a complex large-scale simulation scenario for various smart grid cyber and
cyber-physical attacks, showing the effectiveness of the comprehensive CyNetPhys
subsystems in detecting and mitigating such attacks.
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